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Abstract: The violation of privacy, others people or personal, is a very current problem, which
concerns not only on the web but also in private life. In the years 1990 it was expected that nowadays,
that any routine operation was carried out "manually", and it would be performed through mobile
phones or personal computers. The problem pertains the distribution network that allows to share
and bring together information and as result the network becomes unsafe, if subjected to attacks.
Nowaday we put personal information on web because otherwise we are seen as “weak”. This work
aims to measure and analyze how much information are shared by users of a pre-established social
network and it is carried out through a set of algorithms techniques of machine learning.
Keywords: Privacy; security; Machine Learning; K-Means; Natural Language Processing; Twitter;
Private Information Retrieving.

1. Introduction
Whatever it is the target of social network to analyze, the aim is always to share the own experiences
and what happens during a simple day. Unfortunately over time it has arrived at sharing of contents
which highly private background that make possible, using several techniques and analysis process, a
reconstruction of user’s profile more detailed than it is on the social network. Two of these complex
techniques are used in this project. The aim of this project is analyze and estimate the amount of
private information shared on Twitter. In this manuscript will be described the techniques used to
extrapolate the start dataset and the relative algorithms used to analyze the latter. It will shows the
process to analyze the private information using K-means[6] and LDA[8] algorithms.
2. Results
At first time the choice of topics number was equal to 5 as there is not present a privacy corpus
to train the algorithms in efficient way. But after obtained the Privacy Tool[1][2] or rather a tool to
analyze the privacy into text, the topics number is changed to 20, because are extracted a topics to
build pseudo-corpus. Fig.1 shows the results using K-Means on results obtained by LDA computed on
dataset:
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Figure 1. K-Means using 5 Topics clustering
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Figure 2. K-Means using 20 Topics clustering

We note that in Fig. 2 how the clustering of topics change form because the high number of topics
categorizes the word in relative topic. We do not show the label word because the figure would be
confused but it is possible try to show this result using the link of project in relative section.
2.1. Formatting of Mathematical Components
To perform the exactly clustering of the words to relative topics it is used a Perplexity formula
which it is computed by every run of LDA [7]:

PDt = exp −
Where:
• P = Perplexity;
• Dt = Dataset;

∑dDt=1 log p(wd |α, β)
∑dDt=1 N d
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• Summation is the total number of Token obtained from Tokenization;
• log represents the probability of a word belonging to a topic.
Lower perplexity scores represent a more robust model.
The Table 1 shows several topics obtained from K-Means after LDA results:
Topic
Sports
People
Emotions
Personal
News

Top 10 terms
years champions football win winner lose number player games game
https person people love hate boy girl fuck age man woman
https hate love funny friends angry strange bad annoy play
people life things make hate https find person age mother
https wtf fuck kill blurred video high news sports school
Table 1. Top 5 topics

3. Discussion
We have noted how overtime the people share a lot of private information using more words. The
analysis has been computed on dataset of April 2018 which dimension equal to 41 GigaByte or rather
over 220k tweets and we have compared with result obtained in 2011 [7] but the result are similar.
4. Materials and Methods
In this section will be described the step to reach the goal and in particular the techniques used.
4.1. Extrapolation of Dataset
The dataset has been download in April 2018 using NVIDIA nvParse or rather a parser of csv1
file using the GPU to speed up this process. From dataset only the body of tweet and the sex of user
were extracted.
4.2. LDA and K-means
The first technique used is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a generative probabilistic model of a
corpus. The basic idea is that documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where
each topic is characterized by a distribution over words. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian
model, in which each item of a collection is modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying set of topics.
Each topic is, in turn, modeled as an infinite mixture over an underlying set of topic probabilities [8].
While the second technique used is K-Means [9] that has in input the data computed by LDA then
transformed in numerical data as the result will be more exactly.
We have used Jupyter environment so using the Python libraries so:
• scikit;
• nltk;
The first library has been used to compute machine learning algorithms as K-Means [5], while the
second library used to compute natural language processing routines.
The steps of analysis have been:
1. Make a corpus on Privacy target;
2. Processing the text to perform with LDA using NLP process or rather Tokenization and
Lemmatization;
3. Compute LDA algorithm, choosing the exact number of topics, on Text cleaned by NLP routines;

1

Comma Separated Value.
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4. Transform in fitting data the result of LDA, in particular transform in numerical data;
5. Execute K-means on precedent data;
6. Plot and shows the results.
During the building of LDA model we have used a Bayesian method of learning to have a result
more efficient and exact. So we have chosen Bayesian classifier to compare this result with another
results but we have note the similar final results.
5. Conclusions
A good idea would be use a Supervised Machine Learning method because both techniques used
are unsupervised, but this is difficult so the privacy model is a subjective and build a corpus would
go again more rules.
Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
MDPI
LDA
NLP
GPU

Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Natural Language Processing
Graphics process unit
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